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“Big Breakthroughs Happen When 
What Is Suddenly Possible Meets 
What Is Desperately Necessary”  
Thomas L. Friedman



On the Internet, we constantly 
give away our information

• Filling in forms

• Browse websites

• Watch videos

• Like, comment, interact



Personal data "transfer" is everything we do on 
the Internet

• It's a manifestation of 
digital "work"

• But more 
importantly..... it tells 
people who we 
are.....the type of 
persons we are.... and 
our preferences. 



the current state of the personal data "harvesting" 
system

• is given away (not easily reused, 
unless you keep it on Google, 
Facebook, Amazon or Apple or other 
providers) - often without the right 
to dictate how it is used or reused

• After it is given away, services can 
resell the data in the name of 'better 
service'



And it's now a commodity 

• personal data becomes a 
powerful resource to know 
who we are and to influence 
how, when and what we buy

• It's a commodity not because 
it's precious.....



Unless a market happens, the worth of 
a commodity is unknown

It is a commodity because there is a market for it



The 'secondary' data market
Now thriving with buyers and sellers

Using predictive analytics

Using AI and machine learning

Able to strip personal identifying 
information and 're-identify' you with a 
number or ID through 'very good 
analytics' - therefore it is inferential 
data and can bypass the law (maybe)

Sell on the inferential data for better 
targeting of consumers



The market is after a lot more than "just" personal 
data

• The precious commodity of personal data is just symptomatic of 
the real commodity

• In an era of IoT, personal data would be everything about you

• It is your entire person, in a digital form

• That's the real game, not some scrappy few pieces of personal 
data



And the capabilities are there to do it

Of course, with user consent



Temptation to cheat (long user 
agreements) 

Opacity (no one knows how it's 
handled) 

Creep (let's do something else 
with the data) 

Because the incentive of the 
market is not aligned with the 

incentive of society

The issue with user consent



http://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/lifestyle/personal-finance/your-personal-data-

on-sale-to-scammers-and-cold-callers-for-just-4p-1-8344959



We've seen this before?
• It wasn't long ago that we 

had a secondary market of 
exchanges that didn't involve 
the source that produced it

• Quality was dubious, legality 
was questioned and later 
deemed illegal

• The market for personal data 
is starting to behave like the 
market for contraband - 
laundrying tactics, shady



A Primary Exchange for Personal 
Data is the solution

Data exchanged by the source



Why do we need it? 

The value of our personal data is the 
fastest-growing market on the 
internet  
– worth “€272 billion in the EU alone” 
according to the European 
Commission.



Markets and society thrive when  
all stakeholders prosper. 
(See: Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty by Daron Acemoğlu)

Why do we need it? 



The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is the most 
important change in data privacy regulation in 20 years. 

The European Commission is establishing data protection laws 
for individuals within the European Union (EU) and the export of 
personal data outside the EU. This comes at the cost of a strict 
data protection compliance regime with severe penalties of up to 
4% of worldwide turnover all foreign companies processing data 
of EU residents.

Why do we need it? 



More importantly, for the sake of the future digital economy 
and the future Internet

We must feel safe to exchange 
our data

Why do we need it? 



you can't re-use OIL (corporations can't 
reuse personal data without permission)

DATA (especially personal data)
can be reused.... by those who generate it

Data is the renewable energy

Data is NOT THE NEW OIL



The HAT enables a primary exchange of personal 
data between the source (individuals) and firms

By giving every individual a HAT Private 
'Microserver' Data Account 

To control and process personal information easily, 
much like the way you manage a smartphone.

What is the HAT (Hub-of-all-things)?



To create a primary data exchange, you need 2 
crucial artefacts

The personal data store/account
The exchange infrastructure 

What is the HAT (Hub-of-all-things)?



Personal Data Store/Account

 At the HAT Foundation Group, we believe there 
are some design principles a personal data 

account/store should follow

Based on > £3m EPSRC/RCUK Funding on 
personal data platform design



1. The personal data store must be open-sourced - at the 
core  (even if services to and from the core is commercial)

• To ensure that the handling of private data is fully transparent to 
those who wish to scrutinise the code

• Open-innovation would result in more communities building up 
services on the platform 

• Need to build public, community and private services



2. The Personal Data Store must be Portable 
between all cloud systems

To prevent economic 'lock-in' 
and to let others compete fairly



4. Personal data store/account has to be future 
proof for all future personal data uses

• One way to future proof personal data exchange is through ownership of data stores 
instead of merely rights, so that custodial and 'super' rights can guarantee future 
access

• users become stakeholder in their own data, its uses, its quality and as digital assets
• Bestowing the database with a Bundle of rights under property law 1790, simplified in 

1925
• Right of possession
• Right of control
• Right of enjoyment
• Right of exclusion
• Right of disposition



4. Private by default, with no leakage of data

• Able for third parties to build new services for users themselves 
on their own platform without having to buy services (i.e. 
without data sharing) - much like a PC not connected to the 
Internet

• Allow for purchase of services with money, not just with data

• No means no. Cancellable Data debits. Apps use of data 
certified & rated



5. Market-making

Allow brand owners (e.g. Banks, Insurance companies, new 
startups) to brand the private data account and customise it in the 
way they want to be consistent with their own branding initiatives 
for their customers for their own data exchange use cases



But there's more....

• Many are building a 
personal data store so 
that individuals can 
control how they share 

• But there is a question 
no one is yet addressing



All data exchanges sit on a platform

• The data exchange 
infrastructure controls all 
roads to personal data - 
whether you own the data 
store or not

Who paid for 
the road?



How do we share our data 
Who manages the sharing infrastructure? 

Who polices access to our data? 
Where is it sitting on, who runs it, who runs 

the services around it 



Personal Data Exchange Infrastructure

At the HAT Foundation Group, we believe 
there are some design principles a personal 

data exchange should follow

Based on > £3m EPSRC/RCUK Funding on 
personal data platform design



1. Personal data exchange platform must 
enable all necessary platform services

• Who is building the public service? (Infrastructure) 

• Who is building the private services (person-to-person data 
exchange) 

• Who is building the community services (groups) 

• Who is building the commercial proposition (market)



2. Even if the personal data accounts/stores are 
built on private or corporate clouds, the data 

exchanges should be built on the Internet
• single sign-on through APIs for other Internet services and applications  
• Uses Internet standard protocols that are open and transparent – e.g. JSON 

web tokens, SSL encryption  
• not built on a proprietary system e.g. within a subnet or private networks inside a 

cloud system 
• For transparency, open, decentralised, egalitarian access rights on the Internet 
• Allow community, public and private services to be built and be interoperable, 

instead of only private/commercial services 
• To re-establish trust and transparency the Internet economy



3. Data exchanges must be actioned upon by users 
themselves, and without a 'sysadmin' access

• E.g. Containerised, so that the 
individual is legally a data 
controller through the 
‘microservices’, and in some 
cases, a data processor

• For the user to have legal 
standing in the future of the 
Internet 

• So that users are stakeholders 
in the effort of building and 
controlling their own databases
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• Analogous to ‘an email 
account’ or ‘a current/savings 
account’

• Provisioned by any brand 
owner e.g. Savy.io

• Allows brand owner to have 
direct relationship with their 
customers and their data

• ‘Powered by the HAT’ – PMDA 
with containerised database 
legally owned by individuals, 
open sourced

• Built on the Internet, and able 
to sign in to apps using their 
PMDA through standard APIs

• Portable across cloud systems

by default

The HAT



The HAT platform Technology Suite



PRIVATE & CONFIDENTIAL – ADDRESSEE ONLY 37

• Provisions HAT PMDAs on different cloud infrastructure
• Integration of other PDS onto HAT platform
• enabling brand owners to be the Private Data Account provider
• enable brand owners and organisations to own the relationships with 

their customers, both business and end-users



The generic HAT 
dashboard



For every company to ask 
HATs for data (uses DEX)
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DEX: 
Facilitating 

Data 
Exchanges

• Automated, on-demand, real time data exchanges 
on instruction by HATs, HAT apps and HAT Service 
Providers

• Automated data transaction payments (coming 
soon)

• Ensure interoperability between HAT Service 
Providers accounts

• Commercial service built on open sourced HAT 
technology

• serve as the 'swift' equivalent in banking for Data 
Exchanges.



The HAT 'appstore'



Coming soon in 2018 

The HATTERs peer-to-peer, 
community space 



What now?



A personal data exchange infrastructure is 
useless without apps sitting on it

It needs to scale as a platform to enable 
others to build on



Our society today is 
shaped by platforms

Platform determine our behaviours. Platforms are templates of behaviours



Scaling the 
personal data 

exchange 
platform and 
emerging the 

primary market



How to do it





The existing model

Your 'user account'

Every app has one



Let's make user accounts obsolete

Rise...... personal data 
accounts

Powered by the HAT



• It behaves like one
• It authenticates just as fast as your own app's 

user account
• It is secure. Apps can keep the data (and so 

can the user); but they don't really need to
• Apps don't even need to build their own user 

account

The HAT PMDA is a 'user account'

And HATs are better....for 3 reasons.



Collectively, we will be generating more and more 
data, especially with Internet-of-Things

That means the Internet of the Future will have  
more data than the Internet of the now

That also means, if we start collecting all our data 
now, HATs will have more data than any company on 

the Internet (on a distributed basis)

1. HATs will have more data



Market Power, People Power

That means that applications built on HATs will 
have richer, better datasets, capable of better 
personalisation, and privacy preserving data 

exchanges 



Slicing and dicing to share data vertically  
(health, finance, social media)

AND
horizontally (by time, by location, by sentiment)

PRIVATELY

2. HATs can share data more efficiently, in a 
privacy preserving way, than other platforms



Example Please share location 
from 7am - 9am 

We would like analyse 
commuting journeys to 
optimise working times

I am sharing my location 
from 7am - 9am and the 

number of my followers on 
instagram. I am NOT 
SHARING who I am

Please share what time you 
have your lunch and how 

many followers you have on 
Instagram 

We would like to give you free 
meal if you recommend our 

cafe

Powered by 
the

Think of the new generation of apps this 
would spawn



One single sign on with a HAT, build the 
service/views with APIs

3. HAT Apps can be built faster, easier 
and less risky in using personal data



We might finally feel safe again on the 
Internet

4. Full shareable, fully in user control



But technology alone is 
not good enough



Platforms are controlled by whoever funds it



The future of our society will 
depend on who funds the global 

scaling of the personal data 
exchange platform

The multiple stakeholders of personal data 
exchange must collaboratively fund it.

Personal data is everything we do online. 



What ALL 'real life' platforms have in common
• Rules 

• You have to know what is allowed, and what is not allowed 
• Boundary 

• You have to know when you are inside and outside 
• Have public services 

• Shared amongst all 
• Have community services 

• Shared amongst a group 
• Have private services 

• Between people, or for yourself 
• Have an exchange currency (money, labour, digital labour (etc.))



We must 
learn from 

history

http://www.innovationiseverywhere.com/places-innovation-tech-giants-hackerspaces-
corporates-shape-new-places-foster-innovation/



We must learn 
from history

The power of Internet 
infrastructural platforms



Who funds the future
State

Market
Users

Communities
Personal data exchange belongs to all of us. It 

is the future of the Internet





HAT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION HAT DATA EXCHANGE (HATDeX)

HAT 
APPLICATIONS

HAT SERVICE  
PROVIDERS

HAT PLATFORM

UNIVERSITIES, GOVERNMENT, NGOs, 
CHARITIES

Innovation 
ecosystem

HAT Services Live 
ecosystem

HAT FOUNDATION GROUP

Partners



Building the future Internet

Move me to... 

New apps 
with my HAT 
as a user 
account

The current 
inefficient data 
exchanges

Powered by the HAT



Building the future Internet

Move me to... 

Public 
services with 
my HAT as 
the digital 
citizen

The current 
inefficient data 
exchanges

Powered by the HAT



Building the future Internet

Move me to... 

Community 
services 
with my HAT 
as the 
digital user

The current 
inefficient data 
exchanges

Powered by the HAT



Building the future Internet

Move me to... 

Commercial 
services with 
my HAT as the 
customer

The current 
inefficient data 
exchanges

Powered by the HAT



Building the future Internet

Move me to... 

Private 
services with 
HAT-to-HAT 
private spaces 
without any 
third party

The current 
inefficient data 
exchanges

Powered by the HAT



Building the future Internet

Move me to... 

Better 
relationship 
with the 
current 
Internet

The current 
inefficient data 
exchanges

Powered by the HAT



Building the future Internet

Move me to... 

Safety
Control
Privacy
Choice

My email
My messages
My personal data
My apps

Powered by the HAT

HAT



How does it work?

HAT Open Innovation Ecosystem
Building Space 
Researchers 
Students 
Equity 
Startups

Public apps Private apps Commercial 
apps



Who’s involved? 

More than £3m funding for HAT grants  
from EPSRC/RCUK from 2013-2017



Who’s being invited to get involved? 

To scale the HAT open innovation platform



When is this happening?

Project plan of milestones
Public/non-profit 
funds

Seed investments
Seeding new apps on HAT e.g. emails, 
messaging, browsing, personal data 
apps, health exchanges

Building space
2500sqft in 2018 to 6,000 sqft in 2020

Seed incubation projects
Young entrepreneurs, business model 
bootcamps, Hackathons

Infrastructure scaling  
& management
Hosting, servers, devops, backend 
and DEX development + facilities & 
management

Private/ 
commercial 
funding

300k

1.3m

2.2m

200k

450k

200k

500k

300k

650k
1m



Our Global Community

New York, 
San Jose, 
Cleveland 

USA

London, 
Cambridge, 

Warwick
Surrey

UK Japan Singapore Malaysia

Tokyo

300 live HAT users, now, technology ready to scale

500,000 live HAT users forecast by 2018, sustainable growth by 2019



What kind of society we have on 
the Internet will depend on how 

the personal data exchange 
platform is funded and scaled

The HAT Foundation group's vision is to ensure technology continues to 
provide the platform for society, democracy and capitalism to thrive 

collectively.



https://hubofallthings.com

https://hubofallthings.com


Join our 

community 

search for us online at 
hubofallthings.slack.com 

request an invite from 
jonathan.holtby@hatdex.org

Subscribe to: 

#madhatters 

register for the weekly 
newsletter 
www.hubofallthings.com 

find us on twitter - search 
#madhatters

Register to: 

#getahat 

download your HAT online for 
free 
www.hubofallthings.com 

find us on the Apple App Store

Join the HAT Foundation Group, 
and help us scale

mailto:jonathan.holtby@hatdex.org


HAT Open Innovation Ecosystem: managed by HAT Community Foundation

Individual
Get a HAT from 

HATTERs.hubofallthin
gs.com 

Pay for it to support 
this movement  

Use current services 
And wait for more

Funders 
(investment capital, 
private equity, VCs, 

Angels)

Partner with us to fund the 
startups at HAT Accelerator 

labs in Warwick, 
Cambridge, Surrey, London 

& elsewhere

Universities
Write grants... lots of it.. 

Experiment on HATs 
Build student systems 

Build pedagogical tools for teaching 
Personalised knowledge 

Create student projects, hackathons 
Entrepreneurship programmes

Institutions, Corporations
Contribute building space, manpower 

resources to plan

Startups, SMEs, NGOs
Build new apps, new services, new 

programmes

http://HATTERs.hubofallthings.com
http://HATTERs.hubofallthings.com

